Dear Readers,

We are presenting in a new avatar a journal called GJEIS having it’s niche in EIS. Our goal is to create a new forum for exchange of information on all aspects of Computing, Enterprise, Information and Systems.

The growth and creditability of any journal depends on its impact factor. It’s really great news that GJEIS has got an Impact factor of 0.9166. We once again throw a light and recall you that GJEIS is an Inter Referred Journal which takes into consideration Blind and Peer Review process. The USP of the Journal is it’s inclination towards Enterprise Information System and Free and Open access. The journal had massive hits, which impact we can see through various Social Networking sites available online at the right side of an URL www.gjeis.org.

I once again appreciate for your support and endeavor to furnish GJEIS to enormous height and broaden into information based archive in order to promote academia and industry in entirety.

We would also be appreciative to the President, KARAM Society for sponsoring the Journal and Informatics Publishing Limited for printing and taking care the marketing part which includes subscription and international alliance. GJEIS is making its attendance in a worldwide frame and hope to be at par with an international recognized journal which dedicately focused on EIS.

I wish to see GJEIS develop into a computing journal with the balance changing toward research communication rather than remain a bulletin. All this can be accomplished from end to end continuous pointer from our readers. So, please, do not shilly-shally to get in touch with me with your annotations, criticism and acquiescence. They will positively horizontal the movement of us in making these dealings progressively well-designed and attention-grabbing.

Dr. Subodh Kesharwani,
Founder, Editor-in-Chief, GJEIS
skesharwani@ignou.ac.in